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The H a n d bo o k  for 1924 follows the same lines as th a t for 1923, but correc
tions to some of the tables have been made in order to bring them  up to date. 
The general sketch of the planets will be found useful in giving a view of their 
phenomena during the entire year, while under the heading “ The Sky for the 
M onth" are given further details.

Descriptions of the constellations and also star maps are not included, since 
fuller information is available in a better form and a t a reasonable price in many 
publications, such as: Young’s Uranography (72 c.), N orton’s Star Atlas and 
Telescopic Handbook (10s 6d.), or O lcott’s A Field-book of the Stars ($1.50).

In the preparation of this H a n dboo k  the Editor has been assisted by Mr. 
J. A. Pearce, M.A., of the Lick Observatory; Mr. R. M. Motherwell, M.A., 
and Dr. R. J. McDiarmid, of the Dominion Observatory, O ttaw a; and Messrs. 
J. H. Horning, M.A., H. F. Balmer, B.A., H. J. Stowe, B.A., and J. P. Dandy, 
B.A., of Toronto.

T h e  E d it o r .
T oronto , December, 1923.

A NN IVERSARIES AND FESTIVALS, 1924

New Y ear’s D ay ........... 1 Pentecost (Whit Sunday). . . . June 8
E piphany ....................... Sun., Jan. 6 T rinity  Sunday ........... .June 15
Septuagesima Sunday. ............ Feb. 17 Corpus C hris ti............. .T hur., June 19
St. D av id ..................... . . Sat., Mar. 1 St. John B ap tis t........... . Tues., June 24
Quinquagesima (Shrove Sun Dominion D ay ............. . Tues., Ju ly  1

day) ............................ .............Mar. 2 Labor D a y .................... Mon., Sept. 1
Ash W ednesday........... .............Mar. 5 St. Michael (Michael
St. P atrick ..................... Mon., Mar. 17 mas D a y ) ................... Mon., Sept. 29
Palm S unday ............... 13 All Saints D ay ............. Sat., Nov. 1
Good Friday ................. .............Apr. 18 Saint A ndrew ................. Sun., Nov. 30
Easter S unday ............. .............Apr. 20 First Sunday in A dven t......... Nov. 30
St. George..................... Wed., Apr. 23 Conception D ay .......... .. Mon., Dec. 8
Victoria D ay .................. . Sat., M ay 24 St. Thom as..................... Sun., Dec. 21
Rogation Sunday......... .............M ay 25 Christm as D ay ............... Thur. Dec. 25
Ascension D a y ............. . Thur., M ay 29

King George V., born June 3 1865; began to  reign M ay 6, 1910. 
Queen M ary, born M ay 26, 1867.
Prince of Wales, born June 23, 1894.



SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC

SUN, MOON AND PLANETS

ASPECTS AND ABBREVIATIONS

THE GREEK ALPHABET

In the Configurations of Ju p ite r’s Satellites (pages 29, 31, etc.), 
O represents the disc of the planet, d signifies th a t the satellite is 
on the disc, * signifies th a t the satellite is behind the disc or in the 
shadow. Configurations are for an inverting telescope.



In practical astronomy three different kinds of time are used, while in ordin
ary life we use a fourth.

1. Apparent Time—By apparent noon is meant the moment when the sun is 
on the meridian, and apparent time is measured by the distance in degrees that the 
sun is east or west of the meridian. Apparent time is given by the sun-dial.

2. Mean Time—The interval between apparent noon on two successive days 
is not constant, and a clock cannot be constructed to keep apparent time. For 
this reason mean time is used. The length of a mean day is the average of all the 
apparent days throughout the year. The real sun moves about the ecliptic in one 
year; an imaginary mean sun is considered as moving uniformly around the celes
tial equator in one year. The difference between the times that the real sun and 
the mean sun cross the meridian ( i. e. between apparent noon and mean noon) is 
the equation o f time. (See next page).

3. Sidereal Time—This is time as determined from the stars. It is sidereal 
noon when the Vernal Equinox or First of Aries is on the meridian. In accurate 
time-keeping the moment when a star is on the meridian is observed and the 
corresponding mean time is then computed with the assistance of the Nautical 
Almanac. When a telescope is mounted equatorially the position of a body in the 
sky is located by means of the sidereal time.

4. Standard Time—In everyday life we use still another kind of time. A 
moment’s thought will show that in general two places will not have the same 
mean time; indeed, difference in longitude between two places is determined from 
their difference in time. But in travelling it is very inconvenient to have the time 
varying from station to station. For the purpose of facilitating transportation the 
system of Standard Time was introduced in 1883. Within a certain belt approxi
mately 15° wide, all the clocks show the same time, and in passing from one belt 
to the next the hands of the clock are moved forward or backward one hour.

In Canada we have six standard time belts, as follows ; — 60th meridian or 
Atlantic Time, 4h. slower than Greenwich ; 75th meridian or Eastern Time, 5h. ; 
90th meridian or Central Time, 6h . ; 105th meridian or Mountain Time, 7h . ; 120th 
meridian or Pacific Time, 8h. ; and 135th meridian or Yukon Time, 9h. slower 
than Greenwich.

Notice also that in civil reckoning the day lasts from midnight to midnight, 
while in astronomical reckoning it begins at noon and lasts until the next noon.



Date R.A. Equation Declination Date R.A. Equation Declination
of Time of Time



Date R.A. Equation Declination Date R.A. Equation Declination
of Time of Time

To obtain the Sidereal Time or R.A. of Mean Sun, subtract the Equation of Time 
from the Right Ascension.

In the Equation of Time the Sign +  means the watch is faster than the Sun, —that 
it is slower. To obtain the Local Mean Time, in the former case add the Equation of Time 
to, and in the latter case subtract it from, apparent or sun-dial time.



Eastern S tandard Time, the hours numbering from noon

T IM E S OF SU NRISE AND SU NSET 
In the tables on pages 10 to  21 are given the times of sunrise and sunset 

for places in latitudes 44°, 46°, 48°, 50° and 52°, which cover p re tty  well the 
populated parts of Canada. The times are given in Mean Solar Time, and in 
the table on page following this, are given corrections to change these times 
to the Standard or Railroad times of the cities and towns named, or for places 
near them.



How the Tables are Constructed 
The time of sunrise and sunset a t a given place, in mean solar time, varies 

from day to day, and depends principally upon the declination of the sun. V aria
tions in the equation of time, the apparent diam eter of the sun and atmospheric 
refraction a t the points of sunrise and sunset also affect the final result. These 
quantities, as well as the solar declination, do not have precisely the same values 
on corresponding days from year to  year, and so it is impossible to  give in any 
general table the exact time of sunrise and sunset day by day.

With this explanation the following general table has been computed, giving 
the rising and setting of the upper limb of the sun, corrected for refraction, using 
the values of the solar declination and equation of time given in the Nautical 
Almanac for 1899 ; these are very close average values and may be accepted as 
approximately correct for years, It must also be remembered that these times are 
computed for the sea horizon, which is only approximately realised on land sur
faces, and is generally widely departed from in hilly and mountainous localities. 
The greater or less elevation of the point of view above the ground must also be 
considered, to get exact results.

The T imes fo r  Any Station 
In order to find the time of sunrise and sunset for any place on any day, first 

from the list below find the approximate latitude of the place and the correction, 
in minutes, which follows the name. Then find in the monthly table the time of 
sunrise and sunset for the proper latitude, on the desired day, and apply the 
correction.

Example.—Find the time of sunrise at Owen Sound, also at Regina, on 
February 1 1 .

In the above list Owen Sound is under “ 44° ”, and the correction is + 24 
min. On page 11  the time of sunrise on February 11  for latitude 44° is 7.05 ; add 
24 min. and we get 7.29 (Eastern Standard Time). Regina is under “ 50°”, and 
the correction is -  2 min. From the table the time is 7. 18, and subtracting 2 
min. we get the time of sunrise 7.16 (Central Standard Time).

9



JANUARY



FEBRU ARY

For an explanation of this table and its use at various places, see pages 8 and 9.



MARCH



APRIL

For an explanation of this table and its use at various places, see pages 8 and 9.



MAY



JUNE

For an explanation of this table and its use at various places, see pages 8 and 9.



JULY





For an explanation of this table and its use at various places, see pages 8 and 9.



For an explanation of this table and its use at various places, see pages 8 and 9.



For an explanation of this table and its use at various places, see pages 8 and 9.



For an explanation of this table and its use at various places, see pages 8 and 9.



T H E  PLANETS D U R IN G  1924

In the following notes on the planets a general account of the phenomena in 
connection with their motions is given. Fuller details will be found on the pages 
headed The Sky for the Month (pages 28, 30,

M ercu r y

M ercury’s apparent separation from the sun is never very great, and con
sequently the planet is comparatively seldom seen with the naked eye; but 
when near its greatest elongation, or angular distance from the sun, it is easily 
visible as a star of the first magnitude. I t can often be seen for about a fortnight 
a t such a time, but some of these occasions are much more favourable than  
others. For instance on April 16, the planet is 20° east of the sun, while on 
August 15 and December 9, M ercury is 27° and 21° east and can be seen as 
an evening star, bu t April 16 is the best time on account of its northerly declina
tion. M ercury is a t westerly elongation February 5, 25° W., June 3, 24° W. and 
Septem ber 27, 18° W. The June elongation is the best for morning observa
tion. In general the planet can best be seen a t an eastern elongation (that is 
as an evening star) in the spring. By reference to  pages 29, 37, 47 it will be 
seen th a t maximum eastern elongations occur on April 16 and August 24, near 
which dates the planet should be well seen as an evening star. Mercury transits 
the sun on M ay 7. This is a most interesting phenomenon to  observe, and it 
is partly  visible in Canada. Fuller information is given on page 27.

V e n u s

Venus is an evening star a t the beginning of the year; the planet a tta ins 
its greatest elongation (45° 40') east of sun on April 1 . I t  continues to be an 
evening star till the la tter part of June, when it is lost in the sun’s fays, coming 
in conjunction (inferior conjunction) with the sun on July 1 . After a short 
period it appears as a morning star and continues such for the rem ainder of 
the year. On Septem ber 9 Venus has its greatest elongation west (46° O') of the 
sun, and will be almost a t its best for morning observing. The planet has its 
greatest brilliancy as an evening star M ay 24, when its stellar magnitude is 
— 4.2, and as a morning star on August 7 when it again is of magnitude —4.2, 
passing a minimum a t inferior conjunction July  1 .

M ar s

At the beginning of the year, M ars is a morning star in the constellation 
Libra; the planet is nearly midway between Spica and Antares. The separation 
between M ars and the sun gradually increases till Ju ly  25, when the planet is 
stationary, rising soon after the sun sets. On August 23 the sun and M ars are 
in opposition and the planet is then visible all night. During the year M ars 
changes by 4.4 magnitudes. On January  1 it is + 1 .7  magnitude and it reaches 
its greatest brightness August 22 , — 2.7 magnitude, when it is nearest the earth . 
Mars is in perihelion August 30. The diagram on the third page of the cover
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gives the path of M ars amongst the stars. I t  is in the constellation Aquarius 
from middle of June till end of November. The other diagram shows the orbits 
of the earth  and Mars.

J u p it e r

Jup iter is the greatest of all planets. Its brightness exceeds th a t of any of 
the fixed stars and though a t times M ars rivals it, Venus only distinctly ou t
shines it. Jup iter is a morning star a t the beginning of the year; it is then about 
five degrees north of Antares. The sun moves gradually to the east among the 
stars, leaving Jup iter behind, so th a t on June 5 Jup iter and the sun are in opposi
tion and the planet is then visible all night. After th a t it apparen tly  drifts 
steadily to  the western sky and it is a brilliant evening star until it becomes 
lost in the sun's rays. I t  reaches conjunction with the sun on December 2 and 
early in 1925 it will appear as a bright morning star.

Jup iter is a fine object for a small telescope. Even a field glass will reveal 
its disc and also its four large moons. These were discovered by Galileo in 1610, 
but since then five more have been discovered—all very faint objects (see page 65). 
The path of Jup iter amongst the stars is given in the accompanying diagram 
for 1924.



Path of Saturn among the Stars, 1924.
24

Path of Jupiter among the Stars, 1924.



At the beginning of the year Saturn  is a morning star, moving slowly east
ward and it becomes stationary  on February 11. I t  then retrogrades until 
June 29. Saturn is in opposition with the sun April 19 and it is then visible all 
night. Saturn is in the constellation Virgo all year, a few degrees east of Spica. 
On October 28 Saturn is in conjunction with the sun, after which it becomes a 
morning star.

By many observers Saturn, with its unique ring system and its numerous 
satellites, is considered the finest object in the sky. During some months in 
1921 the rings were invisible (as explained in the H a n d  B ook for 1921) and we 
now see their north face. In the year 1924 Saturn is in a good position to see 
the ring formation. For about 7 years the rings will appear to  open out and 
then they will close in again. The accompanying diagram shows the path  of 
Saturn amongst the stars for 1924.

U r a n u s

This planet was discovered by Sir William Herschel in 1781 and it appears 
to the naked eye on a dark night as a small star of the sixth magnitude. I t is 
in the constellation Pisces. On January  1 it is about 4° east and a little north 
of Lamda Aquarii. I t  moves eastward until June 26, when it begins to  retro
grade and continues to do so until November 27. On Septem ber 12 Uranus is 
in opposition with the sun when it will be visible all night. I t  is then 6° south 
of Theta Piscium. For some weeks before and after this date, the planet can 
best be observed, and its position and motion can be followed with a field glass.

N e p t u n e

The planet N eptune is the most distant member of the solar system, being 
2,800 millions of miles from the sun and requiring 165 years to complete a revolu
tion. During the year it moves in the constellation Leo about 30m R.A. west 
of Regulus, and is in opposition to the sun on February 8 (see page 31). I t 
appears as a star of the eighth magnitude and so cannot be seen with the naked 
eye.



ECLIPSES IN  1924 
In 1924 there will be five eclipses, three of the sun and two of the moon, b u t 

all of them  will be invisible to  Canadian observers.
1 . A to tal eclipse of the moon, February 20, 1924. The beginning will be 

visible generally in the extreme northwestern part of N orth America, the Pacific 
Ocean, Australia, Asia and the Indian Ocean; the ending will be visible generally 
in the western part of the Pacific Ocean, Asia, Australia, the Indian Ocean, 
Europe, and Africa except the extreme northwestern part.

Total eclipse begins February 20 3h 19.6m G.M .T.
Middle of the eclipse  “ 20 4 8 .5  “
Total eclipse ends......................................  “ 20 4 57.4 “

M agnitude of the eclipse =  1.605 (moon’s diam eter =  1 .0).
2. A partial eclipse of the sun, March 5,1924. This eclipse is visible generally 

a t the South Pole. The sun will set partially eclipsed to observers situated  a t the 
southern end of the continent of Africa. G . M . T .  Longitude L atitude

Eclipse begins............................ March 5 1h 55 .4m +131° 14' —68° 14'
G reatest eclipse.............................  “ 5 3 43.9 -  55 47 - 7 2  2
Eclipse ends...................................  “ 5 5 32.8 -  13 50 - 3 4  36

M agnitude of the greatest eclipse =0 .582  (sun’s diam eter =  1.0).
3. A partial eclipse of the sun, July 31, 1924. This small partia l is visible 

only in the South Pacific Ocean. G .M .T. Longitude Latitude
Eclipse begins............................ Ju ly  31 6h 51.7m  163° 53' -5 4 °3 2 '
Greatest eclipse  “ 31 7 57.9 145 53 —69 35
Eclipse ends  “ 31 9 3 .7  100 4 —68 18

M agnitude of the greatest eclipse =0.191 (sun’s diam eter =  1.0).
4. A to tal eclipse of the moon, August 14, 1924. The beginning will be 

visible generally in the western part of the Pacific Ocean, Australia, Asia, the 
Indian Ocean, eastern and central Europe and Africa except the northwestern 
part; the ending will be visible generally in central and western Asia, western 
Australia, the Indian Ocean, Europe, Africa, the A tlantic Ocean and eastern and 
central South America.

Total eclipse begins..................August 14 7h 30.6m  G.M .T.
Middle of the eclipse. ................. “ 14 8 20.1 “
Total eclipse ends........................  “ 14 9 9 .4  “

M agnitude of the eclipse = 1.659 (moon’s diam eter =  1.0).
5. A partial eclipse of the sun, August 29, 1924. This eclipse will be visible 

generally a t the N orth Pole, Greenland, Finland, northeastern Asia except the 
extreme part; the southern limit of the eclipse crossing Iceland, Finland, Russia, 
Mongolia and encircles Korea and Japan. G . M . T .  Longitude L a titude

Eclipse begins...........................August 29 18h 50.4m  41° 35' 71° 49'
G reatest eclipse.  ..................... “ 29 20 22.5 173 5 71 32
Eclipse ends.................................  “ 29 21 55.0 129 23 41 5

M agnitude of the greatest eclipse = 0 .426  (sun’s diam eter = 1 .0).
The above-mentioned longitudes are measured from Greenwich.



A transit of Mercury over the sun 's disk will take place on M ay 7, 1924. 
I t will be partially  visible for stations throughout Canada, the sun setting with 
the planet on its disk. The ingress will be visible generally in the western part 
of the A tlantic Ocean, N orth America, the northern and western parts of South 
America, the Pacific Ocean, eastern Asia, and eastern Australia; the egress will 
be visible generally in the extreme northwestern part of N orth America, the 
central and western parts of the Pacific Ocean, Asia, Australia, the Indian 
Ocean, Europe, and Africa except the extreme northwestern part.

D uring the present century there will be 12 transits and 2 appulses, the 4 
which occur in the month of M ay are shown in the above drawing. The duration 
of the 1924 transit will be 7h 50m, the longest of the series of 12; and as M ercury 
passes nearly centrally over the sun’s disk it is little short of the maximum 
duration. T hat of 1970 is also noteworthy, being 7h 45m long. On M ay 10, 
1937, the planet will pass so close to the sun a t inferior conjunction th a t it will 
almost be seen projected upon the chromosphere; the nearest approach to  the 
limb will be a little more than one m inute of arc.

Path of Mercury in the May Transit over the Sun, 1900-2000.



T H E  SKY FO R JANUARY, 1924

The Sun.— During January  the sun’s R.A. increases from 18h 43m to 20h 
51m and its Decl. from 23° 5' S to 17° 39' S. The equation of time (see page 6) 
increases from 3m 13s to 13m 27s. On account of this rapid rise in value the 
time of mean noon appears to  remain, for the first ten days of the month, a t 
the same distance from the time of sunrise, th a t is the forenoons as indicated 
by our clocks are of the same length. On the 19th the sun enters the sign of 
Aquarius, the second of the winter signs of the zodiac. On January  2 the sun 
is in Perihelion a t a distance of 91,342,000 miles.

The Moon.—For its phases and conjunctions with the planets see opposite 
page. On January  29 the moon occults a star in Libra (see page 8).

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 19h 19m, Decl. 18° 50' S, and transits a t
11.45 (L.M .T.) On the 12th the planet is a t inferior conjunction. Mercury is 
too near the sun for observation, rising as a morning star less than  half an hour 
before the sun.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. 21h 51m, Decl. 14° 46' S, and transits a t 14.17 
L.M .T. The planet appears as an evening star setting about 2 hours after the 
sun. At sunset it is about 25° above the horizon. Its stellar magnitude is —3.4.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 15h 40m, Decl. 18° 58' S, and transits a t 8.06 
(L.M .T.). The planet is a morning star of stellar magnitude +1.6.

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 16h 38', Decl. 21° 25' S, and transits a t 9.00 
(L .M .T.). The planet is a fair morning star rising 3 hours before the sun. On 
the 15th its stellar magnitude is —1.4. For its path  among the stars see page 23. 
For the configuration of its satellites see next page, and for their eclipses, etc., 
see page 52.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 14h 2m, Decl. 9° 46' S, and transits a t 6.28 
(L.M .T.). I t is a good morning star of stellar magnitude + 0 .8  and its position 
for observation improves during the month.

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 5m, Decl. 6° 41' S, and transits a t 15.30 
(L.M.T.).

Neptune on the 15th is in R.A. 9h 29m, Decl. 15° 9' N and transits a t 1.48 
(L.M.T.).



JANUARY

ASTRONOM ICAL PH EN O M EN A  

(75th M eridian Time, Hours Numbering from M idnight)



T H E  SKY FOR FEBRUARY, 1924

The Sun.—During February the sun’s R.A. increases from 20h 55m to 
22h 45m, and its Decl. decreases from 17° 22 ' S to  7° 57' S. The equation of time 
reaches a maximum value of 14m 25s on the 12th (see page 6). For change in 
the length of day, see page 11. On the 18th the sun enters the th ird  winter 
sign Pisces.

The Moon.—For its phases and conjunctions with the planets see opposite 
page. On February 11, the moon occults a star in Cetus, on February 12  a star 
in Taurus, on February 13 three stars in Taurus, on February 25 a star in Libra 
(see page 8).

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 20h 17m, Decl. 20° 30' S, and transits a t 
10.42 (L.M .T.). On the 5th the planet has its greatest elongation west 25° 30'. 
I t  is then a morning star, a t sunrise being 13° above the horizon and 23° south 
of the sun. Its stellar magnitude then is 0.2.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. Oh 11m, Decl. 0° 33' N and transits a t 14.34 
(L.M .T.). The planet is in a better position than  a month ago. Its stellar 
magnitude is increasing and on the 15th is —3.5, and the planet doesn’t set till 
3 hours after sunset.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 17h 4m, Decl. 22° 35' S and transits a t 7.27 
(L.M .T.). On the 15th its stellar magnitude is +1.3. The planet rises 4 hours 
before sunrise.

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 17h 0m, Decl. 22° 3' S, and transits a t 7.21 
(L.M .T.). On the 15th its stellar magnitude is —1.5. For its position among 
the stars see page 23. For the configuration of its satellites see next page; and 
for their eclipses, etc., see page 52.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 14h 4m, Decl. 9° 51' S, and transits a t 4.29 
(L.M.T.). On the 11th the planet reaches a stationary position and then begins 
to retrograde. It is in a fine position for observation and is of stellar magnitude 
+ 0 .7  slightly brighter than  during the previous month.

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 11m Decl. 6° 4 ' S and transits a t 13.26 
(L.M .T.).

Neptune on the 15th is in R.A. 9h 25m, Decl. 15° 26' N, and transits a t 23.38 
(L.M .T.).



FEBRUARY

ASTRONOM ICAL PH EN O M EN A  

(75th M eridian Time, Hours Numbering from M idnight)



The Sun.— During March the sun’s R.A. increases from 22h 49m to 0h 39m, 
and its Decl. changes from 7° 35' S to 4° 10' N. The equation of time decreases 
from 12m 31s to 4m 16s (see page 6). For changes in the length of day see page 
12. On the 21st the sun enters the first sign of spring, Aries (see opp. page).

The Moon.—For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite 
page.

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 19m, Decl. 6° 29' S, and transits a t 11.48 
(L.M.T.). On the 21st the planet is in superior conjunction, and consequently 
is not well situated for observation. On the 15th it rises just before sunrise.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. 2h 17m, Decl. 14° 58' N, and transits a t 14.46 
(L.M .T.). Venus is steadily improving in position, it being 4 hours after sunset 
before the planet sets. Its stellar magnitude on the 15th is —3.7.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 18h 24m, Decl. 23° 35' S, and transits a t 6.53 
(L.M .T.). M ars is rising earlier every night and its stellar magnitude is steadily 
increasing. On the 15th it is +0.9 .

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 17h 13m, Decl. 22° 18' S, and transits a t 5.39 
(L.M .T.). The planet is steadily improving its position for observation, and on 
the 15th its stellar magnitude is is —1.8. For its position among the stars, 
see page 23. For the configurations of its satellites see next page; and for their 
eclipses, etc., see page 52.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 14h 1m, Decl. 9° 26' S, and transits a t 2.31 
(L.M .T.). The planet is still retrograding and is improving in position for 
observation. Its stellar magnitude is +0 .6 .

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 17m, Decl. 5° 27' S, and transits a t 11.57 
(L.M .T.).

Neptune on the 15th is in R.A. 9h 23m, Decl. 15° 40' N, and transits a t 21.50 
(L.M .T.).

For information regarding Uranus and Neptune, see page 2 5.



MARCH

ASTRONOM ICAL PH EN O M EN A  

(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from M idnight)



The Sun.— During April the sun's R.A. increases from 0h 42m to 2h 30m, and 
its Decl. increases from 4° 32' N to 14° 46' N. The equation of time changes 
from + 4m  58s to —2m 50s (see page 6). For the length of the day in 
various latitudes consult page 13. On the 22nd the sun enters the second 
spring sign, Taurus.

The Moon.—For its phases and conjunctions with the planets see opposite 
page. On April 7, the moon occults two stars in Taurus, on April 8 a star in 
Taurus, and on April 20 a star in Libra (see page 8).

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 2h 46m, Decl. 18° 48' N, and transits a t 13.13 
(L.M .T.). On the 16th the planet reaches greatest elongation east 19° 53'. 
Mercury now appears as an evening star and can be picked up in the west a t 
sunset 15° above the horizon. I t is in an excellent position for observation.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. 4h 34m, Decl. 25° 10' N, and transits a t 15.01 
(L.M .T.). On the 21st the planet reaches its greatest elongation east 45° 40'. 
Its stellar magnitude on the 15th is —3.9. The planet is a very bright evening 
star and is in an excellent position for observation.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 19h 47m, Decl. 22° 12' S, and transits a t 6.14 
(L.M .T.). On the 15th the planet's stellar magnitude is +0 .4 . The planet is in 
the constellation Sagittarius.

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 17h 16m, Decl. 22° 20' S, and transits a t 3.40 
(L.M.T.). The planet is visible most of the night rising 4  1/2 hours after sun
set. On the 5th the planet is stationary and then commences to retrograde. 
Its stellar magnitude on the 15th is —1.9. For its position among the stars, 
see page 23. For the configuration of its satellites, see next page, and for their 
eclipse, etc., see page 52.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 13h 53m Decl. 8° 39' S, and transits a t 0.22 
(L.M.T.). On the 18th the planet is in opposition with the sun, and is visible 
all night. Its stellar magnitude is + 0 .4  considerably brighter than a month 
ago. For its position among the stars, see page 24.

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 23m, Decl. 4° 46' S, and transits a t 9.34 
(L.M .T.).

Neptune on the 15th in in R.A. 9h 21m, Decl. 15° 48' N, and transits a t 19.38 
(L.M.T.).

For information regarding Uranus and Neptune, see page 25.



APRIL

ASTRONOM ICAL PH EN OM EN A  

(75th M eridian Time, Hours Numbering from M idnight)



The Sun.— During M ay the sun's R.A. increases from 2h 34m to 4h 32m, 
and its Decl. from 15° 5 ' N to 21° 55' N. The equation of time increases from 
2m 57s to a maximum of 3m 47s on the 14th, and then falls to 2m 32s on the 
31st (see page 6). For changes in the length of day see page 14. On the 21st 
the sun enters Gemini the th ird  sign of the zodiac.

The Moon.—For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite 
page.

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 2h 45m, Decl. 13° 52' N, and transits a t 11.14 
(L.M .T.). On the 7th the planet is a t inferior conjunction and crosses the face 
of the sun (See opposite page). This is an interesting observation, to be made 
with a small telescope.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. 6h 33m, Decl. 26° 52' N, and transits a t 15.01 
(L.M .T.). On the 15th its stellar magnitude is —4.2. The planet is a very bright 
evening star and is still in a very good position for observation.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 20h 59m, Decl. 19° 13' S, and transits a t 5.28 
(L.M .T.). Its stellar magnitude is still increasing and is —0.2 on the 15th.

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 17h 6m, Decl. 22° 10' S, and transits a t 1.32. 
Its stellar magnitude is —2.1. For the configuration of its satellites, see next page, 
and for their eclipses, etc., see page 52. The planet is visible practically all 
night.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 13h 45m, Decl. 7° 55' S, and transits a t 22.11 
(L.M.T.). I t  is in an excellent position for observation and its stellar magnitude 
is +0 .5 . For its position among the stars, see page 24.

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 27m, Decl. 4° 22' S, and transits a t 8 .00 
(L.M .T.).

Neptune on the 15th is in R.A. 9h 21m, Decl. 15° 48' N, and transits a t 17.56 
(L.M .T.).

For information regarding Uranus and Neptune, see page 25.



MAY

ASTRONOM ICAL PH EN O M EN A  

(75th M eridian Time, Hours Numbering from M idnight)



The Sun.—During June the sun?s R.A. increases from 4h 36m to 6h 37m, 
and its Decl. to  the maximum 23° 27' on the 21st. On th a t date the sun enters 
the first summer sign, Cancer, and our days are longest (see page 15). The Decl. 
falls to  23° 11' on the 30th (see page 6). The increase in the equation of time 
taken with the decreasing length of day causes local mean time of sunset to 
appear constant for several days a t the end of June and the beginning of July.

The Moon.—For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite 
page. On June 11 the moon occults a star in Virgo, on June 14 a star in Libra, 
and on June 28 three stars in Taurus (see page 8).

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 4h 8m, Decl. 18° 48' N, and transits a t 10.34 
(L.M .T.). On the 3rd the planet reaches its greatest elongation west 24° 15'. 
Although a t a considerable distance from the sun, its altitude a t sunrise is only 
about 10°. I t  might be located with a field glass. Look 10° N. of the E. point.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. 7h 14m, Decl. 22° 38' N, and transits a t 13.40 
(L.T.M .). Its stellar magnitude has decreased to  —3.9 on the 15th, and the 
planet is not in nearly as good a position for observation as a month ago. I t 
is gradually overtaking the sun. I t  can still be seen as an evening star for an 
hour after sunset.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 22h 0m, Decl. 15° 59' S, and transits a t 4.27 
(L.M .T.). The planet is now coming into the constellation of Aquarius. Its 
stellar magnitude on the 15th is —1.0.

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 16h 50m, Decl. 21° 49' S, and transits a t 23.19 
(L.M .T.). On the 5th the planet was in opposition with the sun and was con
sequently in the very best position for observation, being visible all night. Its 
stellar magnitude on the 15th is —2.1. For the configurations of its satellites, 
see next page, and for their eclipses, etc. see page 52.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 13h 39m, Decl. 7° 31' S, and transits  a t 20.04 
(L.M .T.). On the 29th the planet is stationary  and it begins to  move eastward 
again; a t th a t time it is in R.A. 13h 39', Decl. 7° 31' S, about 18m E and 3° 14' N 
of Spica. It is still a good evening star of stellar magnitude + 0 .7  which is fainter 
than a month ago. For its position among the stars see page 24.

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 30m, Decl. 4° 6' S, and tran sits  a t 5.49 
(L.M .T.).

Neptune on the 15th is in R.A. 9h 23m, Decl. 15° 38' N, and transits a t 15.48 
(L.M .T.).



JUNE

ASTRONOM ICAL PH EN O M EN A  

(75th M eridian Time, Hours Numbering from M idnight)



The Sun.—During July the sun’s R.A. increases from 6h 41m to  8h 42m, 
and its Decl. decreases from 23° 7' N to 18° 17' N. The equation of time increases 
from 3m 36s on the 1st to 6m 20s on the 26th, and then falls to 6m 13s on the 
31st (see page 7). On the 20th the sun enters Leo, the second summer sign of the 
zodiac. For changes in the length of the day, see page 16. The earth  is in 
aphelion on July 3rd, 94,459,700 miles distant.

The Moon.—For its phases and conjunctions with the planets see opposite 
page. On July 23 the moon occults a star in Cetus, on July 24 a star in Taurus, 
on July a star in Taurus, and on July 26 a star in Taurus (see page 8).

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 8h 26m, Decl. 21° 6' N, and transits a t 12.54 
(L.M .T.). On the 5th the planet is in superior conjunction and during the 
month it is too close to  the sun for observation.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. 6h 9m, Decl. 17° 53' N, and transits a t 10.37 
(L.M.T.). On the 1st the planet was a t inferior conjunction with the sun and 
consequently it is now a morning star. At sunrise it is 12° above the horizon, 
and rises an hour before the sun. Its stellar magnitude is —3.7.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 22h 35m, Decl. 14° 47' S, and transits a t 3.04 
(L .M .T.) On the 28th the planet reaches its stationary position and begins 
to retrograde. On the 15th its stellar magnitude is —1.8.

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 16h 37m, Decl. 21° 31' S, and transits a t 21.04. 
On the 15th its stellar magnitude is —2.0. For the configuration of its satellites, 
see next page, and for their eclipses, etc. see page 52.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 13h 39m, Decl. 7° 40' S, and transits a t 18.06 
(L.M.T.). The planet is still a prominent evening star of stellar magnitude 
+ 0.9 which is fainter than a month ago. For its position among the stars, see 
page 24.

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 30m, Decl. 4° 9 ' S, and transits a t 3.54 
(L.M.T.).

Neptune on the 15th is in R.A. 9h 26m, Decl. 15° 24' N, and transits a t 
13.54 (L.M.T.).



JULY

ASTRONOM ICAL PH EN O M EN A  

(75th M eridian Time, Hours Numbering from M idnight)



The Sun.—During August the sun’s R.A. increases from 8h 45m to 10h 38m, 
and its Decl. decreases from 18° 2 ' N to  8° 39' N. The equation of time falls 
from 6m 10s to 0m 16s (see page 7), and for changes in the length of day see 
page 17. On the 21st the sun enters the th ird  summer sign, Virgo.

The Moon.—For its phases and conjunctions with the planets see opposite 
page. On August 2 the moon occults the planet Mercury, and also a star in 
Leo (see page 8).

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 1 1 h 19m, Decl. 2° 19' N, and transits a t 
13.45 (L.M.T.). On the 14th the planet reaches its greatest elongation east 
27° 26'. The planet a t sunset is 8° above the horizon and sets an hour and a 
quarter after the sun.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. 6h 41m, Decl. 18° 16' N and transits a t 9.06 
(L.M .T.). Its stellar magnitude has increased to  —4.2 and it is a very good 
morning star. I t rises 3  1/2 hours before the sun, and reaches a height of over 
30° above the horizon.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 22h 27m, Decl. 16° 57' S, and transits a t 0.55. 
Its stellar magnitude is —2.6. On the 23rd the planet is in opposition with 
the sun and consequently can be observed to advantage.

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 16h 34m, Decl. 21° 31' S, and transits a t 
18.59. Its stellar magnitude is —1.9. On the 6th the planet is stationary and 
then begins to advance. Jup iter will be seen in the west as an evening star. 
For configuration of its satellites, see next page, for their eclipses, etc., see page 52.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 13h 45m, Decl. 8° 21' S and transits a t 16.14 
(L.M .T.). The sun is creeping in on the planet and the planet sets about 2 hours 
after it. I t is of stellar magnitude + 1 .0  which is its minimum value. For its 
position among the stars, see page 24.

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 27m, Decl. 4° 28' S, and transits a t 1.50 
(L.M .T.).

Neptune on the 15th is in R.A. 9h 31m, Decl. 15° 1' N and transits a t 11.56 
(L.M .T.).



ASTRONOM ICAL PH EN O M EN A  

(75th M eridian Time, Hours Numbering from M idnight)



The Sun.—During September the sun’s R.A. increases from 10h 42m to 
12h 26m, and its Decl. changes from 8° 39' N to 2° 48' S. The equation of time 
becomes zero on the 2nd and then increases to 9m 59s. For change in the length 
of day see page 18. On the 23rd the sun crosses the equator and enters Libra, 
the first autum n sign of the zodiac.

The Moon.—For its phases and conjunctions with the planets see opposite 
page. On September 16 the moon occults a star in Cetus, on Septem ber 17 a 
star in Taurus, and on September 18 two stars in Taurus, one being Aldebaran 
(see page 8).

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 11h  1m, Decl. 3° 5 0 'N, and transits a t
11.18 (L.M .T.). On the 11th the planet is a t inferior conjunction, and on the 
26th it reaches its greatest elongation west 17° 52'. The planet is a morning 
s tar now and is in a fine position for observation; it rises 1 1/2 hours before the 
sun and a t sunrise has an altitude of 17°. Its stellar magnitude is —0.1 on 
the 26th.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. 8h 33m, Decl. 16° 47' N, and transits a t 8.57 
(L.M.T.) On the 9th the planet reaches its greatest elongation W. of 46° 0'. 
This is the best position of the planet as a morning star. On the 15th its stellar 
magnitude is —4.0.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 22h 0m, Decl. 18° 16' S, and transits a t 22.21 
(L.M.T.). Its stellar magnitude on the 15th being —2.2. On the 24th the 
planet is stationary and then begins to advance.

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 16h 43m, Decl. 21° 55' S and transits  a t
17.06 (L.M .T.). Its stellar magnitude is decreasing being —1.7 on the 15th. 
The planet is an evening star and sets 3  1/2 hours after the sun. For the con
figuration of its satellites see next page, and for their eclipses, etc. see page 52.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 13h 56m, Decl. 9° 25' S and transits a t 14.22
(L.M .T.). The planet is approaching conjunction and sets hours after
sunset. Its stellar magnitude is +0.9.

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 22m, Decl. 4° 56' S, and transits  a t 23.44 
(L.M .T.).

Neptune on the 15th is in R.A. 9h 35m, Decl. 14° 40' N, and transits a t 
9.55 (L.M .T.).



SEPTEMBER

ASTRONOM ICAL PH EN O M EN A  

(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from M idnight)



The Sun .— During October the sun’s R.A. increases from 12h 29m to 14h 22m, 
and its Decl. increases from 3° 11' S to  14° 7 ' S. On the 25th the sun enters the 
second autum nal sign, Scorpio. The equation of time rises from 10m 18s to 
16m 19s to be subtracted from the apparent time (see page 7). For change in 
the length of the day, see page 19.

The Moon.—For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite 
page. On October 22 the moon occults a star in Leo, Regulus (see page 8).

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 13h 1m, Decl. 4° 12' S, and transits a t 11.20 
(L.M .T.). On the 25th the planet reaches superior conjunction. The planet is 
still a morning star but is rapidly approaching the sun, and therefore is not well 
situated  for observation.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. 10h 43m, Decl. 8° 44' N, and transits a t 9.08 
(L.M .T.). Its stellar magnitude is decreasing and on the 15th is —3.7. I t  is 
still, however, a fine morning star and rises 3  1/2 hours before sunrise.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 22h 8m, Decl. 15° 4' S, and transits a t 20.32 
(L .M .T .). The stellar magnitude is decidedly less than  last m onth being —1.3 
on the 15th. The planet will be seen as an evening star.

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 17h 2m, Decl. 22° 29' S, and transits a t 15.27 
(L.M .T.). Its  stellar magnitude is —1.5 on the 15th. Jup iter is still an evening 
star. Its  height a t sunset being 18° above the horizon. I t  sets 2 1/2 hours after 
the sun. Its  stellar magnitude is —1.5.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 14h 8m, Decl. 10° 37' S, and transits a t 
12.33 (L.M .T.). On the 28th the planet is in conjunction with the sun and 
consequently its position is not suitable for observation.

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 18m, Decl. 5° 22' S, and transits  a t 21.42 
(L.M .T.).

Neptune on the 15th is in R.A. 9h 38m, Decl. 14° 24' N, and transits a t 8.00 
(L.M .T.).

For information regarding Uranus and Neptune, see page 25.



OCTOBER

ASTRONOM ICAL PH EN O M EN A  

(75th M eridian Time, Hours Numbering from M idnight)



The S u n — During November the sun’s R.A. increases from 14h 26m to 
16h 25m, and its Decl. changes from 14° 26' S to 21° 39' S. On the 24th th e  sun 
enters Sagittarius the th ird  A utumn sign of the zodiac. The equation of time 
rises to a maximum of 16m 22s on the 3rd (see page 7). For changes in the 
length of the day, see page 20.

The Moon.—For its phases and conjunctions with the planets, see opposite 
page.

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 16h 9m, Decl. 22° 38' S, and transits a t 
12.32 (L.M .T.). M ercury is now an evening star, but it is too close to  the horizon 
to  be suitable for observation, it being practically on the horizon a t sunset.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. 13h 0m, Decl. 4° 23' S, and transits a t 9.22 
(L.M .T.). At sunrise the planet is 33° above the S.E. point of the horizon.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 22h 53m, Decl. 8° 49' S, and transits a t 19.15 
(L .M .T .). Its stellar magnitude is —0.5 or 1.8 magnitudes brighter than  Fomal- 
haut which is 21° south of Mars.

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 17h 28m, Decl. 23° 1' S, and transits a t 13.51 
and has a stellar magnitude of —1.4, and a t sunset is 11° above the horizon. 
I t sets an hour and a half after sunset.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 14h 23m, Decl. 11° 49' S, and transits a t 10.42 
(L.M .T.). I t  is now a morning star rising about 2 hours before the sun on the 
15th. Stellar magnitude +0 .8 .

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23° 16', Decl. 5° 36' S, and transits a t 19.37 
(L.M .T.).

Neptune on the 15th is in R.A. 9h 40m, Decl. 14° 17' N, and transits a t 6.00 
(L.M .T.).

For information regarding Uranus and Neptune, see page 25.



NOVEMBER

ASTRONOM ICAL PH EN O M EN A  

(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)



The Sun.— During December the sun’s R.A. increases from 16h 29m, to 
18h 46m, and its Decl. reaches a maximum value of 23° 26' S on the 22nd. 
On th a t date the sun enters the first zodiacal sign of winter, Capricornus; and 
it is vertical to  points on the tropic of Capricorn on the earth . From  this time 
it slowly moves northward. The equation of time changes from 10m 54s, watch 
slow, to 3m 35s, watch fast (see page 7). For changes in the length of day, see 
page 21.

The Moo n —For its phases and conjunctions with the planets see opposite 
page. On December 7, the moon occults a star in Cetus, on December 22 a 
star in Libra, on December 27 a star in Capricornus and on December 29 a star 
in Aquarius (see page 8).

Mercury on the 15th is in R.A. 18h 55m, Decl. 23° 5 7 'S, and transits a t 13.19 
(L.M .T.). On the 9th the planet reaches its greatest elongation east 20° 49', 
and on the 26th is in inferior conjunction. The planet on the 9th is in a fair 
position to be seen as an evening star, being about 15° above the horizon a t sun
set. Its  stellar magnitude is + 0 .2  on the 15th.

Venus on the 15th is in R.A. 15h 21m, Decl. 16° 41' S and transits a t 9.45 
(L.M .T.). The planet is steadily approaching the sun, it now rising only 2 hours 
before the sun.

Mars on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 52m, Decl. 1° 19' S, and transits a t 18.16 
(L.M .T.). Its  stellar magnitude is now down to + 0 .2 . At sunset the p lanet’s 
height is 35° above the horizon and it is seen 35° E of south.

Jupiter on the 15th is in R.A. 17h 57m, Decl. 23° 16' S, and transits a t 12.22. 
On the 22nd the planet is in conjunction with the sun and consequently is not 
suitably placed for observation. Its  stellar magnitude is —1.4. For the con
figuration of its satellites, see next page, and for their eclipses, etc., see page 52.

Saturn on the 15th is in R.A. 14h 35m, Decl. 12° 51 S, and transits a t 8.57 
(L.M .T.). The planet is now a very good morning star. Stellar m agnitude+ 0 .8 . 
It rises 3 1/2 hours before sunrise and atta ins a height of 25°. At sunrise it is 
23° E of south.

Uranus on the 15th is in R.A. 23h 16m, Decl. 5° 32' S and transits a t 17.40 
(L.M .T.).

Neptune on the 15th is in R.A. 9h 40m, Decl. 14° 19' N, and transits a t 
4.02 (L.M .T.).



A STRONOM ICAL PH EN O M EN A  

(75th Meridian Time, Hours Numbering from Midnight)



PHENOM ENA OF JU PITER ’S SATELLITES, 1924
E—Eclipse, O—occultation, T—transit, S—shadow, D —disappearance, R—reappearance, 

I—ingress, e—egress. The Roman numerals denote the satellites.
Eastern Standard Time, hours numbering from Midnight.

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

A PR IL — Continued



JULY

AUGUST

AUGUST— Continued



METEORS AND SHOOTING STARS

On almost any clear night any one observing the sky for a few minutes will 
see one or more shooting stars. They are particularly numerous during the 
autumn months and on account of the rotation of the earth are better seen during 
the early morning hours than in the evening.

At certain times there are striking displays, located in particular portions of 
the sky. These are considered to be due to meteor swarm s. The principal ones 
are given in the following table.

Of these the chief ones are the Perseids, the Leonids and the Andromedes.
The Perseids furnish an annual display of considerable strength, and are 

perhaps the best known of all. The swarm appears to have an orbit identical 
with that of the great Comet 1862 III., the period of which is 120 years.

The Leonids follow in the orbit of Tempel’s Comet of 1866, of period 33 
years.

The Andromedes are thought to be remnants of Biela’s Comet. They were 
especially numerous in 1872, 1885, 1898, but in recent years have not been so 
prominent.

The above table was prepared for the H a n d b o o k  by Mr. W. F. Denning, 
F.R.A.S., of Bristol, England; and for further interesting information regarding 
this subject (and almost any other subject in which the amateur is interested) refer
ence may be made to his Telescopic Work f o r  S tarligh t Evenings.
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SATELLITES OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

THE EARTH

MARS

JUPITER

SATURN

URANUS

NEPTUNE



Close scrutiny of the sky reveals the fact th a t many of the stars are com
posed of two or more components, th a t is, they are double or multiple stars. 
Over 15,000 such objects have been discovered.

A star may appear double in two ways. F irst, one may just happen to  be 
nearly in line with the other as seen from the earth. Second, the two bodies may 
be physically connected, each revolving about their common centre of gravity. 
The former are called optical doubles, the la tter binary stars. In the course of 
time the binaries exhibit a change in the distance between the components and 
also in the direction of the line joining them , th a t is, in the position angle.

While the close pairs require a large instrum ent for their detection, there are 
many within the range of small instrum ents. Such observations also allow one 
to determine th e  quality  of the instrum ent employed. I t has been found th a t 
a telescope having an objective 1 inch in diam eter should be able to distinguish 
two stars 4".56 apart, and the resolving power is inversely proportional to  the 
diameter of the objective. Thus a telescope of.3-inch aperture should separate 
stars 1/3 of 4" .56, or 1".52 apart; for one of aperture 10 inches, stars 1/10 of 
4".56, or 0".45 apart should be seen separate; and so on. W ith the Yerkes 
refractor, of aperture 40 inches, a double star with distance 0 " .11 can be detected.

In choosing a double star for testing a telescope care should be taken not to 
select a binary, with varying distance between its components.

The stars in the following short lists can be identified from almost any star 
atlas, and observation of them  will prove of great interest to  the am ateur.

I. THE MOST LUMINOUS PAIRS



I I . THE FINEST COLORED PAIRS

The colors given above are according to Flam marion. F or slight vari
ations and also for a much longer list consult W ebb’s “Celestial O bjects"



The study of variable stars is especially suited to  am ateur observers. In 
it they can make observations of perm anent scientific value, since all the brighter 
and more interesting objects are within the range of modest instrum ents. An 
ordinary field glass or a small telescope is all th a t is required.

In recent years there has been organized the American Association of 
Variable Star Observers, with a working membership of about 70, and reports of 
observations are published monthly in Popular Astronomy. The recording 
secretary is Howard O. Eaton, 428 Lake St., Madison, Wis., and additional 
observers are desired.

The novae or “ new ” stars comprise one class of variables, and all the recent 
brighter objects of this sort have been discovered by am ateurs. The long- 
period variable Omicron Ceti, or M ira , was discovered by Fabricius in 1596, 
while Algol, the best-known variable of short-period, was discovered by Good- 
ricke, a deaf mute, in 1783.

Several a ttem pts have been made to  classify the variable stars; bu t a 
scientific system of classification, in harm ony with the chief deductions of theory 
as well as the facts of observation, is still wanting. The best known system 
is th a t formulated by Professor E. C. Pickering in 1880, and reproduced (with 
slight additions) in his “ Provisional Catalogue of Variable S ta rs” (1903). This 
includes five classes, two of which are subdivided, as follows:—

I. New or tem porary s ta rs .........
II. Variables of long period:

a. Ordinary stars of this class

EXAMPLES
Nova, 1572

o Ceti
b. Stars subject to  “ occasional sudden and irregular ou t

bursts of light which gradually dim inishes” .....................
III. “ Variables of small range or irregular variation, according

U Geminorum

to laws as yet unknow n”
IV. Variables of short period:

a. “ O rdinary” cases.........

a Orion is

d Cephei
b. Stars with “ minima successively bright and fa in t” . . .B  Lyrae

V. Stars of the Algol type B Persei





T H E  D ISTANCES OF T H E  STARS

The measurement of the distances of the stars is one of the most im portant 
problems in astronomy. W ithout such information it is impossible to  form any 
idea as to the magnitude of our universe or the distribution of the various bodies 
in it.

The parallax of a star is the apparent change of position in the sky which 
the star would exhibit as one would pass from the sun to  the earth  a t a tim e when 
the line joining earth  to sun is a t right angles to the line drawn to the star; or, 
more accurately, it is the angle subtended by the semi-major axis of the earth 's 
orbit when viewed perpendicularly from the star. Knowing the parallax, the 
distance can be deduced a t once.

For many years a ttem pts were made to  measure stellar parallaxes, but 
without success. The angle to  be measured is so exceedingly small th a t it was 
lost in the unavoidable instrum ental and other errors of observation. The first 
satisfactory results were obtained by Bessel, who in 1838, by means of a helio- 
meter, succeeded in determining the parallax of 61 Cygni, a 6th magnitude star 
with a proper motion of 5" a year. On account of this large motion the star was 
thought to be comparatively near to  us, and such proved to  be the case. At 
about the same time Henderson, a t the Cape of Good Hope, from meridian-circle 
observations, deduced the parallax of Alpha Centauri to  be 0".75. For a long 
time this was considered to be the nearest of all the stars in the sky, bu t in 1913 
Innes, director of the Union Observatory, Johannesburg, South Africa, discovered 
a small 11th mag. star, 2° 13' from Alpha Centauri, with a large proper motion, 
and which proved to  have a parallax of 0".78. Its brightness is only 1/20,000 
tha t of Alpha Centauri and the mass of the body is the least known. In 1916 
Barnard discovered an 11th mag. star in Ophiuchus with a proper motion of 
10" per year, the greatest on record, and its parallax is about 0".6. I t  is believed 
to be next to  Alpha Centauri in distance from us.

The distances of the stars are so enormous th a t a very large unit has to  be 
chosen to  express them. The one generally used is the light-year, th a t is, the 
distance travelled by light in a year, or 186,000x60x60x24x365 1/4 miles. A star 
whose parallax is 1" is distant 3.26 light years; if the parallax is 0 " .1, the distance 
is 32.6 l.-y.; if the parallax is 0".27 the distance is 3.26 / .27 =  12 l.-y. In other 
words, the distance is inversely proportional to  the parallax. In recent years 
the word parsec has been introduced to express the distances of the stars. A 
star whose distance is 1 parsec is such th a t its par-allax is 1 sec-ond. Thus 1 
parsec is equivalent to  3.26 l.-y., 10 parsecs =32.6 l.-y., etc.

In later times much attention has been given to  the determ ination of paral
laxes, chiefly by means of photography, and now several hundred are known with 
tolerable accuracy.



The following list, prepared by Mr. J. A. Pearce, gives some of the la test 
values obtained.

*Double or multiple star; magnitude of brighter component given.



GEOGRAPHICAL POSITIONS OF SOME POINTS IN CANADA

In above table the longitudes of Calgary and Revelstoke are in h. m. s. 
In arc the values are 105° 12' 46".5 and 105° 25' 2 7 "  respectively.



The times of the first and second contacts for stations across Canada are 
tabulated below:

L o cal C ir c u m s t a n c e s  o f  t h e  T r a n s it  I n g r e s s

Place G.M .T. Standard Time
External Internal Internal
contact contact contact

Halifax, N.S..........................................  9h 42m 25s 9h 45m 24s 5h 45m 24s
Quebec, Que.......................................... 9 42 29 9 45 28 4 45 28
M ontreal...............................................  9 42 30 9 45 29 4 45 29
Ottawa, O nt.......................................... 9 42 31 9 45 30 4 45 30
Toronto, O nt..  ..................................... 9 42 33 9 45 32 4 45 32
London, O nt............................................ 9 42 34 9 45 33 4 45 33
Winnipeg, M an ........................ 9 42 47 9 45 46 3 45 46
Calgary, A lta..........................................  9 43 02 9 46 00 2 46 00
Victoria, B .C...........................................  9 43 12 9 46 10 1 46 10

For places not mentioned in the table a simple interpolation will suffice to 
determine the times of contact to the nearest second.

To observe a transit of Mercury a small telescope is necessary. Of course 
use a dark glass over the eyepiece.

In the above table the hours are numbered from noon.
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THE ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA

The Library and the offices of the General Secretary and the General 
Treasurer are a t 198 College S treet, Toronto.

Ordinary meetings are held in Toronto in the Physics Building on 
alternate Tuesdays, beginning in Septem ber and continuing to  the end 
of M ay. In addition, ordinary meetings are a t present held a t M ontreal, 
O ttaw a, W innipeg and Victoria. The Society also has organizations a t 
Guelph, Hamilton, Peterborough and Regina, bu t during the war the 
meetings were discontinued and have not yet been revived.

The Society publishes a m onthly J o u r n a l ,  containing each year about 
500 pages of interesting articles, and a yearly H a n d b o o k  of 64 pages, 
containing information for the am ateur observer. Subscription, $2.00 
a year; single copies of the J o u r n a l  or H a n d b o o k ,  25 cents.

Membership in the Society is open to  anyone interested in Astronomy 
and many more members are desired. The annual fee of $2.00 includes 
subscription to the publications.

For further information apply to the General Secretary, Mr. A. F. 
H unter, M.A., a t the above address.


